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The shibir is going so well and today’s theme is 

‘samagam’. Param Pujya Yogi Bapa used to say, ‘the one 

who likes the samagam of God’s Santo and devotees, 

who likes to engage in conversa�on with them, and who 

likes to par�cipate in shibirs such as these, is an 

Aksharmukt!’ From that standpoint, you are all 

aksharmukto. The dis�nc�ve thing about this shibir is 

that there has been a theme for each day. On the first 
st ndday, 21  May – was the opening sabha. On the 22 , it 

rdwas ‘Upasana’ day, on the 23  it was ‘Aagna-paalan’ 
th

day, yesterday on the 24  it was ‘Seva-bhak�’ day and 
thtoday on the 25 , it is ‘Samagam’ day.

What does samagam mean? ‘Sama’ means �me. 

What is the one thing on earth which once gone can 

never be retrieved? It is �me. Money will come and go, 

food will come and go, clothes will come and go; but 

�me, once gone, never comes back. While those of us 

si�ng here right now think, what if we were to get our 

youth back? Would our youth come back to us? Even if 

we were to spend two to four crores, we would never 

get that back – once it is gone, it’s gone. Therefore, the 

one who knows how to make the very best use of �me – 

can be described as having ‘samagam’. The one who is 

able to make the best use of one’s �me, is one who can 

a�ain the unimaginable in his life. All of you who have 

come here are making the best use of your �me, so you 

Swami Shreeji

are geniuses. You may not even be aware of what you 

are doing right now.

In our �me, during our vaca�on, when Yogi Bapa 

would call us – us friends would go and stay in Bapa’s 

seva. In the same way that you have come here, we used 

to go there and spend our whole vaca�on with Bapa. 

Many would laugh at us and say, ‘the vaca�on is to enjoy 

yourself and you are all going to satsang!’

Then, as �me passed, they got married, had children, 

became fathers. A�er many years, we met them in 

England and America, and they said to us, ‘You were 

intelligent and we got the short end of the s�ck. We 

didn’t do satsang while we were young, and regardless 

of us coming to America and making money, we did not 

a�ain real happiness or fulfilment.’

I went to America for the first �me in 1973 with Dadu 

Kaka. At that �me, Vallabh Vidyanagar was a very small 

town. There were only five colleges – Commerce, 

Engineering, Arts, Science and a Polytechnic. But we 

would always do all our events together; we would fight 

student elec�ons etc. and so our group of friends was 

very large – and the majority of them went and se�led in 

America. When I got to New York, I phoned up to fi�y of 

them and let them know that there would be a sabha on 

Sunday in the ‘Gita Mandir’ and invited them to come. 

At that �me, there were not that many Gujara�s there – 

- *   *   * 
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there were only the youths who had gone to study 

there. My friends said to me, ‘O Jashbhai! We have come 

to America to earn money. If it was satsang we wanted 

to do, then what was lacking in India that we would have 

to come here?! If you are going to show us some means 

or magic by which to get more dollars, then we will come 

to your sabha.’ Because of our friendship, they would 

come to see me, but they would not come to the sabha.

My trips to the USA would happen once every two to 

three years. Once a�er about ten to twelve years, when 

we were in New York, I received a call and they asked, 

‘where is the sabha going to be held? And at what �me?’ 

Wouldn’t this change seem so surprising? They came to 

the sabha and then told me what happened. They said, 

‘Jashu! When you first came here, all of us were 

bachelors, we were studying and working hard to earn 

some money. Then we got married and had children. 

Now to look a�er them and keep them on the straight 

and narrow has been excrucia�ngly difficult. That is why 

we thought, the satsang is one medium, through which 

they will all walk the right path, and so we wish to do 

satsang.’ Just think about this! Two engineers from 

Germany had come to India and they visited 

Brahmajyo�. They sat in one of our youth sabhas and 

then said, ‘these youths are a miracle!’ So I asked, ‘why?’ 

They said, ‘In Germany, no youths would sit like this for 

two hours. It is amazing that here they are si�ng so 

peacefully.’ I said to them, ‘the credit for this lies in 

samagam.’ To have the ‘sang’ or the associa�on of God 

and Satpurush is samagam!

If someone were to ask, ‘what does it mean to have 

samagam?’ Then you should say, ‘to be connected to 

the mandir, to Sadhu and Santo is samagam! To pray to 

God is samagam! To go to weekly satsang-sabha is 

samagam!’ But one needs to take training for this. That 

training – to sit peacefully, to listen to discourse, is what 

you have gained over these five days. Here there is 

discourse, samagam, the opportunity to do seva with 

team-spirit, serve food, clean etc. – you get all of these 

types of training. 

Our whole body – consists of parts – our head, eyes, 

ears, legs; what harmony there is between them! Right 

now, if someone senior was to come, we would place a 

garland around their neck, and honour them by 

performing poojan to their forehead with sandalwood 

paste. So do the legs ever say, ‘It is me that has brought 

you all this way, and you are wearing the garland?’ Do the 

legs ever quarrel with the neck? The hands and legs carry 

out whichever work is assigned to them with such team-

spirit, and so we are able to live peacefully. Otherwise, 

what state would we be reduced to if the eyes, ears, legs 

etc. were always figh�ng with each other? But there is a 

harmony. That is why Yogi Bapa used to say, ‘According to 

�me and circumstance, to work together in a spirit of 

oneness, can also be called samagam.’

You are all so very fortunate! Special congratula�ons 

to your parents, that you were born in that home and 

that they joined you to satsang! Congratula�ons to 

those friends who have brought you here! You have 

received wonderful training here, and we want to 

safeguard this even when we return home. Make the 

resolu�on that once you return home, you will not 

engage with any nega�ve company. If your friends are 

engaging in vice, then tell them clearly, ‘if you want my 

friendship, then let go of your vice.’ So do not engage 

with bad company. If we engage with nega�ve company, 

then it is our boat that sinks. When a rocket is launched 

and it leaves the earth’s atmosphere, it travels at a 

speed of 25,000 km. In such a short space of �me, it 

travels so far. If that very rocket were to be launched but 

its angle was changed by just a hair’s breadth, then 

where would it reach? A rocket that were to land on the 

moon would be deviated by thousands of miles. 

Similarly, the smallest ‘kusang’ or bad company, can 

become huge and can change your life completely.

When your parents want to buy you some clothes, 

you want the best; when it comes to shoes – you want 

the best, when it comes to your hairstyle, it has to be the 

best; your tailor – the best, jewellry – you want the best, 

and yet when it comes to food and drink – third class; 

your friends – third class; how is this ok? If we go 

somewhere and we see a pani-puri stall, or pau-bhajee 

stall, a dabeli stall – we simply smell it and we 

immediately stand there to eat it. Do you know? The 

water used by the pani-puri stall is unfiltered, has all 

sorts of masala, addi�ves and colour added to it, and you 

think that is tasty. But it is poison you are drinking. They 

use that which is going off or which is stale. The best food 

is that which is made at home. I say this especially to our 

daughters – our girls. Your tongue may want such tasty, 

spicy food… pani puri, bhel-puri, pau-bhajee, dabeli – 

and you can see them all standing by the laari-vala 

(street vending carts)! Do not do this. One should not eat 

from anywhere that is not a known and trusted source – 

so one should not eat anything from the bazaar.

This body is an invaluable gi� from God! Once the body 

passes away, even if you were to ask for it back, would you 

get it? No, you would not be able to get it back. Therefore, 

to keep the body healthy and well is itself an offering of 

devo�on to God! Imagine you were to get the best model 

motorcycle. The motorcycle takes petrol, but instead you 

put diesel; the motorcycle would work for a while, but 

a�er a short �me the piston would get jammed, then you 

would not be able to repair it and would have to throw it in 

the rubbish heap. Similarly, our Lord has said no to stuffing 

this body with tobacco, alcohol, wrong foods. One must 

not eat dabeli etc. from the bazaar, rather make it at home 

and eat it. If you stuff your body with rubbish, the doctor 

will say, ‘Now your body cannot be repaired, please take it 

home and lay it on a bed.’ That would become the state of 

the body. Therefore, to look a�er the body is also an 

offering of devo�on.

My dear sons and daughters, you are in your youth 

and therefore even if you were to eat stones, you would 

be able to digest them. God has placed such an amazing 

machine inside, that you are able to digest anything. 

However, a�er the age of forty years, you will feel the 

effects of what you do now and understand the 

importance of ea�ng well. Then you will feel, we stuffed 

ourselves with anything and everything and have 

damaged the amazing body that God has given us. But 

what is the use of crying then?

Many boys say, we didn’t read at the �me of our 

exams, so we failed. Therefore, recognize �me. This is 

the �me of your youth; it is the golden period of your 

life. Golden means, ‘no dharaal at the front and no 

ulaad at the back.’ In the language of farmers in the 

villages, when si�ng in an ox-cart if there is too much 

weight at the front, the oxen would buckle to the ground 

(that is called dharaal) and if there is too much weight at 

the back then the cart would overturn (that is called 

ulaad ) .  That  means,  r ight  now you have no 

responsibili�es as such – you do not have to earn 

money, you do not have a wife/ husband or children, 

you do not have to educate anybody, you are not 

responsible for anybody and you are free to go and do as 

you please, there is no one to stop you. So there is 

nothing in front of you or behind you to hold you back. 

For that reason, if you waste those fi�een to thirty years 

and do not make the best use of them, then you will 

never get that �me back and you will ul�mately suffer. 

That is especially why we do satsang, so that we may 

draw strength from God, take guidance of Santo; but 

recognize �me and live accordingly – that is true 

satsang! To use �me in the best way possible is true 

‘samagam’! That is why we need to learn how to use 

�me in the best way possible and it is Santo that will 

teach you this. G
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there were only the youths who had gone to study 

there. My friends said to me, ‘O Jashbhai! We have come 

to America to earn money. If it was satsang we wanted 

to do, then what was lacking in India that we would have 

to come here?! If you are going to show us some means 

or magic by which to get more dollars, then we will come 

to your sabha.’ Because of our friendship, they would 

come to see me, but they would not come to the sabha.

My trips to the USA would happen once every two to 

three years. Once a�er about ten to twelve years, when 

we were in New York, I received a call and they asked, 

‘where is the sabha going to be held? And at what �me?’ 

Wouldn’t this change seem so surprising? They came to 

the sabha and then told me what happened. They said, 

‘Jashu! When you first came here, all of us were 

bachelors, we were studying and working hard to earn 

some money. Then we got married and had children. 

Now to look a�er them and keep them on the straight 

and narrow has been excrucia�ngly difficult. That is why 

we thought, the satsang is one medium, through which 

they will all walk the right path, and so we wish to do 

satsang.’ Just think about this! Two engineers from 

Germany had come to India and they visited 

Brahmajyo�. They sat in one of our youth sabhas and 

then said, ‘these youths are a miracle!’ So I asked, ‘why?’ 

They said, ‘In Germany, no youths would sit like this for 

two hours. It is amazing that here they are si�ng so 

peacefully.’ I said to them, ‘the credit for this lies in 

samagam.’ To have the ‘sang’ or the associa�on of God 

and Satpurush is samagam!

If someone were to ask, ‘what does it mean to have 

samagam?’ Then you should say, ‘to be connected to 

the mandir, to Sadhu and Santo is samagam! To pray to 

God is samagam! To go to weekly satsang-sabha is 

samagam!’ But one needs to take training for this. That 

training – to sit peacefully, to listen to discourse, is what 

you have gained over these five days. Here there is 

discourse, samagam, the opportunity to do seva with 

team-spirit, serve food, clean etc. – you get all of these 

types of training. 

Our whole body – consists of parts – our head, eyes, 

ears, legs; what harmony there is between them! Right 

now, if someone senior was to come, we would place a 

garland around their neck, and honour them by 

performing poojan to their forehead with sandalwood 

paste. So do the legs ever say, ‘It is me that has brought 

you all this way, and you are wearing the garland?’ Do the 

legs ever quarrel with the neck? The hands and legs carry 

out whichever work is assigned to them with such team-

spirit, and so we are able to live peacefully. Otherwise, 

what state would we be reduced to if the eyes, ears, legs 

etc. were always figh�ng with each other? But there is a 

harmony. That is why Yogi Bapa used to say, ‘According to 

�me and circumstance, to work together in a spirit of 

oneness, can also be called samagam.’

You are all so very fortunate! Special congratula�ons 

to your parents, that you were born in that home and 

that they joined you to satsang! Congratula�ons to 

those friends who have brought you here! You have 

received wonderful training here, and we want to 

safeguard this even when we return home. Make the 

resolu�on that once you return home, you will not 

engage with any nega�ve company. If your friends are 

engaging in vice, then tell them clearly, ‘if you want my 

friendship, then let go of your vice.’ So do not engage 

with bad company. If we engage with nega�ve company, 

then it is our boat that sinks. When a rocket is launched 

and it leaves the earth’s atmosphere, it travels at a 

speed of 25,000 km. In such a short space of �me, it 

travels so far. If that very rocket were to be launched but 

its angle was changed by just a hair’s breadth, then 

where would it reach? A rocket that were to land on the 

moon would be deviated by thousands of miles. 

Similarly, the smallest ‘kusang’ or bad company, can 

become huge and can change your life completely.

When your parents want to buy you some clothes, 

you want the best; when it comes to shoes – you want 

the best, when it comes to your hairstyle, it has to be the 

best; your tailor – the best, jewellry – you want the best, 

and yet when it comes to food and drink – third class; 

your friends – third class; how is this ok? If we go 

somewhere and we see a pani-puri stall, or pau-bhajee 

stall, a dabeli stall – we simply smell it and we 

immediately stand there to eat it. Do you know? The 

water used by the pani-puri stall is unfiltered, has all 

sorts of masala, addi�ves and colour added to it, and you 

think that is tasty. But it is poison you are drinking. They 

use that which is going off or which is stale. The best food 

is that which is made at home. I say this especially to our 

daughters – our girls. Your tongue may want such tasty, 

spicy food… pani puri, bhel-puri, pau-bhajee, dabeli – 

and you can see them all standing by the laari-vala 

(street vending carts)! Do not do this. One should not eat 

from anywhere that is not a known and trusted source – 

so one should not eat anything from the bazaar.

This body is an invaluable gi� from God! Once the body 
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 * - *   *   - *   *   * 

…to be continued in next issue
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2023 was a pivotal year for Anoopam Mission 

devotees. We came together on so many occasions, 

star�ng with Akshardhamgaman of Sadguru Sant P.P. 

Shan�dada, and later during the celebra�ons of Los 

Angeles Mur� Pra�stha Mahotsav (MPM), Canada 

MPM, UK Aum Crematorium construc�on, and finally, 

Interna�onal Youth Retreat (IYR). December brought 

together youth and adult devotees from USA, UK, 

Canada, and Australia to par�cipate in IYR. Purpose: 

To please Sant Bhagwant Sahebdada, and live a life 

with nirdoshbuddhi. 

A�er LA MPM, Sant Bhagwant Sahebdada called a 

few youths in his puja and expressed his wish to invite 

youth to come to India and visit Tirth Sthans 

(pilgrimage places) that are important in our satsang. 

This set the wheels in mo�on of a two-phase Yatra of 

pilgrimage places throughout Gujarat, as well as 

Ayodhya, Chappaiya, and New Delhi. Rather than 

sharing a tradi�onal report of the places visited, I 

want to share the transforma�on that happened 

during the Yatra. This Yatra was nothing short of 

transforma�ons at every stage. I could see and 

experience lives being changed, people growing , old 

tradi�ons and rituals evolving, and much more. To say 

that this Yatra was a once-in-a-life�me opportunity is 

an understatement. 

During the Saurashtra yatra, we visited Sarangpur, 

where the samadhi sthan of Shastriji Maharaj and 

Pramukh Swami Maharaj are erected. We learned 

how Pramukh Swami Maharaj had chosen the 

loca�on of his samadhi sthan in such a way that it 

couldn't be built higher than Shastriji Maharaj, so 

that his sight would be always on Swaminarayan 

Bhagwan and Shastriji Maharaj's sight would be on 

h i m .  L a t e r,  w e  v i s i t e d  G a d h p u r  m a n d i r. 

Swaminarayan Bhagwan Himself envisioned the 

construc�on of this mandir, including the loca�on, 

direc�on, number of gates, etc. Shastriji Maharaj 

started the work; Yogiji Maharaj did the Pran 

Pra�stha; and Pramukh Swami Maharaj beau�fied 

the mandir to maintain the integrity, purity, serenity, 

and tranquility of the loca�on. At �mes it felt like we 

were really in Maharaj's �me, and he will walk by us 

any second. By this �me, the schedule that was set 

had already been altered several �mes; lunch �me 

came and passed without ea�ng lunch. Being brought 

up in America, we are used to following a schedule 

and agenda unless there's a major issue that would 

disrupt it, but here, we experienced a glimpse of the 

first transforma�on. A�endees of the Yatra quickly 

adhered to schedule changes, no complaints of 

missing lunch. Everyone understood the mahima 

(glory) of the sthans and why our guru wanted us to 

visit them, and that remained the only focus. Just like 

how Pramukh Swami Maharaj pleased Yogiji 

Maharaj, who himself had pleased Shastriji Maharaj, 

we aimed to please our guru. I believe that being fluid 

with constant changes made Sahebdada happy. 

Next, the Chhapaiya Tirth and the journey leading 

up to the Tirth Dham was noteworthy. For some 
st

yatris, it started on 31  December via train, and it 

concluded 35 hours later. The main reason they took 

on this journey so they can bring ice cream, srikhand, 

clothes to distribute in the village as sevas and other 

useful items for yatris arriving by flight. Meanwhile, 

for others, the journey was split into three flight 

groups, and the total travel ranged from 5 hours to 

14+ hours (flight cancela�on and delays). This set the 

tone for the yatra: sleep will be very minimal and wait 

will be long. And thus, this experience inspired the 

transforma�on of le�ng our physical comforts go and 

doing what our Guru wanted us to do. A�er 4 mere 

hours of sleep, everyone gathered to do one hour of 

dhun at Ghanshyam Maharaj's pragatya sthan in the 

presence of Sahebdada and Ashvindada. No one 

cared that it was freezing cold, with no comfortable 

 * - *   *   - *   *   * 
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sea�ng, in a dimly lit space, while sleep-deprived. 

Everyone's focus was on how we can experience the 

aura, divine bliss, and spiritual vibra�ons that are 

surrounding the campus. This is the exact loca�on 

where Maharaj was born, the very place where He ran 

around playing and took baths in the pond. We were 

all transformed from individuals that made personal 

choices into devotees who listens to their God and 

Guru. 

Sahebdada : “Wake up early to do dhun.”

Bhakta   : “Ji Sahebdada.”

Sahebdada :  “Make sure you do pradakshina of the 

Narayan Sarovar.” 

Bhakta   : “Ji Sahebdada.”

Sahebdada : “When doing darshan of the prasadi 

sthans, don't do other chit chat and 

just keep thinking of Bhagwan.”

Bhakta   : “Ji Sahebdada.”

In Chhapaiya, we also got Sahebdada's darshan 

when he happily obliged to visit a bhakta (no high 

status) and his family and showered his rajipo on 

them. He saw the bhakta's bhav and seva performed 

at the mandir. Then, there was a photo session 

arranged in front of the Chhapaiya mandir steps. 

A�er that was complete, one devotee asked 

Ashvindada to take a picture with them. On seeing 

this, another devotee thought, “I should also ask.” 25 

minutes later, Ashvindada was s�ll standing there 

happily obliging requests to take pictures. It was well 

past �me for lunch, but he felt the importance of 

fulfilling Sahebdada's devotees requests more to give 

them divine smru�. For the two days we stayed in 

Chhapaiya, we were encouraged to come for 4 am 

dhun. On both days, Sahebdada and Ashvindada 

were present with everyone; despite their busy 

schedules and late nights, they wanted to give this 

divine smru� to everyone. These are the divine 

transforma�ons presented to devotees to relive 

these moments, give strength and vibra�ons later.

While visi�ng the Gondal mandir, a special sabha 

was arranged in the presence of the mandir's 

Mahantji. Sadguru Sant P.P. Ashvindada was offered a 

mala and prasad specially prepared by santo residing 

in the mandir for all the Yatris. Similarly, a sabha was 

held in Dhari. In Chhapaiya, right in front of 

Ghanshyam Maharaj's pragatya sthan in a special 

sabha, Sant Bhagwant Sahebdada was presented 

with a garland by the mandir's Kothari, and other 

sants and haribhakto were also honored. In Delhi 

Akshardham, a sevak who did Shastriji Maharaj's, 

Yogiji Maharaj's, and Pramukh Swami Maharaj's seva 

gave a personal tour of the mandir to Sahebdada. The 

Mahantji of the Akshardham mandir came to receive 

Sahebdada at the entrance and offer a prasadi ni mala 

to him. The impact of these incidents isn't isolated to 

only human rela�ons; the rela�ons between mandirs 

also transformed. In the Gondal mandir, Sahebdada, 

Ashvindada, and Shan�dada grew up offering sevas 

to Yogiji Maharaj and slept in the courtyard – and 

now, in that same mandir, they get honored. This is a 

divine transforma�on because of Swaminarayan 

Bhagwan's krupa. Our satsang is also transforming 

 * - *   *  

where ins�tu�onal iden��es are dissolving, “Divya 

yug nav uday paame chhe.”

I had the privilege of visi�ng some of these �rth 

sthans before, and a�er 15 years, I was able to do 

their darshan again. I couldn't help but stand in awe of 

the physical transforma�ons that have taken place at 

the sites themselves. Yogiji Maharaj's janam sthan 

was a small hut and there was no mandir there. Now, 

there is a beau�ful campus around his janam sthan 

and an exquisite mandir. Similarly, in Gadhpur, there's 

a grand mandir built according to the exact 

dimensions and loca�ons given by Swaminarayan 

Bhagwan Himself, including Jiva Khachar's darbar 

where HE lived for three years and did many leela 

charitra (divine ac�ons). Finally, in Chhapaiya, an 

amazing campus is being built around Ghanshyam 

Maharaj's janam sthan, including the cleansing and 

beau�fica�on of Narayan Sarovar where HE used to 

bathe. Around HIS janam sthan, there is ample 

sea�ng arrangement for sabha and dhun and various 

rooms to showcase how he used to live, and on top is 

the shikharbaddh mandir. It is breathtaking to see 

these places come to life and give bhakto a true vision 

of how Yogiji Mahraj and Swaminarayan Bhagwan 

used to live at that �me. Many Yatris confirmed that 

they felt divine vibra�ons at all these places. 

Preserving all these janam sthan is so important 

because it allows us to truly understand their 

importance and mahima. 

Samarpan (dedica�on, sacrifice) was another 

transforma�on that was evident during the en�re IYR. 

At the end of Phase 1, we were going to arrive very 

late to Brahmajyo�, and the next morning at 4 am, 

there was a plan to walk to Vadtal Dhaam. When 

given an op�on to sleep in and arrive later to Vadtal, 

no one chose that op�on; instead, everyone decided 

to walk. While arriving back to Brahmajyo�, 

Sahebdada called and instructed everyone not to 

purchase anything or eat anything from vendors 

along the route. Everyone gave up their desires to try 

anything along the route and arrived back. In Delhi, 

there was a plan to visit historic loca�ons, but instead, 

everyone expressed the desire to have a goshthi 

sabha with Sahebdada. This sabha was unique 

because during the sabha, all youth gave their 

handwri�en promises in the form of sunflower petals 

on how they will transform (samarpan) their lives to 

live more according to wishes of Sahebdada and 

Ashvindada. 

Divine, blissful, memorable, unforge�able: these 

are some of the words that one can use to capture IYR. 

Yes, some issues arose at �mes, including long traffic 

jams, flight delays (including Sahebdada's flight as 

well), flight cancella�ons, meal delays, schedule 

changes, less sleep, etc. However, everyone kept their 

posi�ve a�tude, willingness to adapt to change, and 

most importantly, their goal to please Sahebdada. 

Everyone would agree the best way to describe 

Interna�onal Youth Retreat 2023: Transformed Lives.

Interna�onal Youth Retreat in Numbers

Total distance  : 4020 Kms.

Tirth Sthans   : 14

Phase 1 Yatris  : 136

Phase 2 Yatris  : 192

Buses     : 20

Hotels    : 4

Flights    : 10 to 14 (based on delays 0)

Cars     : 24

Mandirs visited  :  28

Number of missing or misplaced luggage : 0

Number of divine smru�s   : Countless

Number of lives transformed  : Countless GOffering Dhun-Prarthana at Shri Ghanshyam pragatya sthan
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there was a plan to walk to Vadtal Dhaam. When 

given an op�on to sleep in and arrive later to Vadtal, 

no one chose that op�on; instead, everyone decided 

to walk. While arriving back to Brahmajyo�, 

Sahebdada called and instructed everyone not to 

purchase anything or eat anything from vendors 

along the route. Everyone gave up their desires to try 

anything along the route and arrived back. In Delhi, 

there was a plan to visit historic loca�ons, but instead, 

everyone expressed the desire to have a goshthi 

sabha with Sahebdada. This sabha was unique 

because during the sabha, all youth gave their 

handwri�en promises in the form of sunflower petals 

on how they will transform (samarpan) their lives to 

live more according to wishes of Sahebdada and 

Ashvindada. 

Divine, blissful, memorable, unforge�able: these 

are some of the words that one can use to capture IYR. 

Yes, some issues arose at �mes, including long traffic 

jams, flight delays (including Sahebdada's flight as 

well), flight cancella�ons, meal delays, schedule 

changes, less sleep, etc. However, everyone kept their 

posi�ve a�tude, willingness to adapt to change, and 

most importantly, their goal to please Sahebdada. 

Everyone would agree the best way to describe 

Interna�onal Youth Retreat 2023: Transformed Lives.

Interna�onal Youth Retreat in Numbers

Total distance  : 4020 Kms.

Tirth Sthans   : 14

Phase 1 Yatris  : 136

Phase 2 Yatris  : 192

Buses     : 20

Hotels    : 4

Flights    : 10 to 14 (based on delays 0)

Cars     : 24

Mandirs visited  :  28

Number of missing or misplaced luggage : 0

Number of divine smru�s   : Countless

Number of lives transformed  : Countless GOffering Dhun-Prarthana at Shri Ghanshyam pragatya sthan

- *   *   * 



Honouring seva of santo and youth leaders of India for organizing retreatSahebji showering blessings and satisfying curiosity of youth

I am delighted and thankful to share my reflec�ons on 

the recent Yatra (Interna�onal Youth Retreat), a spiritual 

adventure that has transformed the hearts of all who 

joined this sacred pilgrimage. We travelled the holy lands 

of Saurashtra, Ayodhya, Chhapaiya, and Delhi in the divine 

presence of Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj and 

Sadguru Sant Ashwindada, experiencing the spiritual 

vibra�ons that filled every temple, every chant, and every 

moment. The Yatra, �tled “Akshar Purusho�am Upasana - 

Master Key to Life Divine” was a divine mix of experiences, 

blending the core of our beloved Swaminarayan tradi�on 

with the cultural heritage of Bharat.

Yatra : A "Yatra" refers to a pilgrimage or spiritual 

journey, o�en undertaken with the inten�on of seeking 

divine blessings, spiritual growth, or a deeper connec�on 

with one's faith. Yatras can vary in scale and purpose, 

ranging from individual journeys to group pilgrimages. 

They are integral to many religious tradi�ons around the 

world and are seen as a means of self-discovery, reflec�on, 

and devo�on.

In the context of my experience, the Yatra to Saurashtra 

and Chhapaiya was not just a physical journey but a 

spiritual expedi�on involving par�cipants from different 

parts of the world. The collec�ve nature of this Yatra 

fostered a sense of community and shared spiritual 

purpose, making it a unique and enriching experience.

Akshar Purusho�am Upasana : "Akshar Purusho�am 

Upasana" is  a spir itual  prac�ce rooted in the 

Swaminarayan tradi�on. Swaminarayan is a sect within 

Hinduism, and Akshar Purusho�am Upasana is centred 

around devo�on to the divine, emphasising the worship of 

God in the form of Akshar and Purusho�am.

● Akshar: In this context, Akshar represents the eternal 

divine abode and is considered the spiritual guide or 

guru.

● Purusho�am: This term refers to the supreme divine 

being or God.

● Upasana: Upasana is the prac�ce of worship or 

devo�on.

The combina�on of these elements suggests a path of 

devo�on and medita�on aimed at realising the divine 

within and establishing a connec�on with the ul�mate 

reality. Akshar Purusho�am Upasana o�en involves 

scriptural study, prayer, and moral living under the 

guidance of a spiritual mentor.

The connec�on among more than 200 plus devotees 

from all corners of the globe truly embodied the essence of 

Samp Suhradbhav and Ekta – the values of peace and unity 

that Bhagwan Swaminarayan not only preached but lived. 

We weren't just fellow travellers; we formed a sacred 

family bound by our shared love for Guruhari Sant 

Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj.

Every chat, every smile, and every prayer turned into a 

celebra�on of our unity, transcending the physical and 

touching the very core of our souls. In the sacred precincts 

of Swaminarayan Mandirs, the air resonated with the 

universal language of love as we sang praises for 

Swaminarayan Bhagwan and his revered Gurus.

Regardless of our origins, a profound sense of 

togetherness enveloped us during collec�ve chants. This 

unity extended beyond the Mandir boundaries, infusing 

our interac�ons, shared meals, and moments of reflec�on, 

a constant reminder that we are all integral parts of the 

divine love for Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj.

Sadguru Sant Ashwindada, a beacon of wisdom and 

guidance throughout the Yatra, played a pivotal role in 

shaping the spiritual contours of our journey. His presence, 

like a steady hand, guided us through the intricacies of 

devo�on, making every interac�on a lesson in spiritual 

wisdom.

Samp Suhradbhav can be translated as "equality of all 

hearts" or "harmony of minds." In the spiritual context, it 

emphasises the idea of trea�ng everyone with equanimity, 

recognising the divine presence in all beings. It encourages 

individuals to transcend social, cultural, and economic 

differences, fostering an atmosphere of unity and mutual 

respect. 

During our Yatra, the camaraderie among par�cipants, 

reflec�ng Samp Suhradbhav, created a sense of oneness 

and brotherhood/sisterhood regardless of individual 

backgrounds.

Ekta translates to "oneness" or "unity." It signifies the 

understanding that at a fundamental level, all souls are 

interconnected and share a common divine origin. The 

prac�ce of Ekta involves recognising this underlying unity 

and fostering a sense of interconnectedness with the divine 

and with fellow beings. 

During our Yatra, the spirit of Ekta contributed to the 

strong sense of community and shared purpose among 

the par�cipants, transcending geographical and cultural 

boundaries.

Samp Suhradbhav and Ekta align with the broader 

philosophy of Akshar Purusho�am Upasana, promo�ng 

the idea that true spirituality involves not only devo�on to 

the divine but also the recogni�on and respect for the 

divinity present in all.

The spiritual journey unfolded organically; each Mandir 

visited becoming a sacred portal into the rich heritage of 

the Swaminarayan tradi�on. Guruhari Sant Bhagwant 

Sahebji Maharaj's vision manifested not just in the 

physicality of the Yatra but in the profound spiritual 

experiences etched into our consciousness. His foresight in 

providing the youth in the West with a firsthand encounter 

with Bharat's spiritual tapestry delivered a journey that 

went beyond the superficial to the sublime.

As we delved into the roots of the Swaminarayan 

Sampradaya, the sacred spaces echoed with the dreams of 

Yogiji Maharaj, the �reless efforts of Pramukswami 

Maharaj, and the ongoing legacy steered by Mahant 

Swami Maharaj. The Mandirs held unprecedented historic 

Sabhas for the par�cipants of the Yatra (Anoopam Mission 

devotees), unveiling a history of devo�on, seva, and 

spiritual evolu�on. The Kothari's and Mahants, custodians 

of these sacred spaces, opened their hearts to express 

unprecedented love and respect for Guruhari Sant 

Bhagvant Sahebji Maharaj.

A visit to the Birthplace of Gurudev Yogiji Maharaj 

another profound moment of the Yatra was our pilgrimage 

to Dhari, the birthplace of Gurudev Yogiji Maharaj, the 

fourth spiritual successor of Lord Swaminarayan and the 

guru of Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj. Yogiji 

Maharaj was born as Jina Vasani in this small town in 

Gujarat, and he was a manifesta�on of Aksharbrahman, 

the ideal devotee of Bhagwan Swaminarayan. He was a 

 * - *   *   - *   *   * 

A Spiritual Journey : 
Akshar Purusho�am Upasna - Master Key to Life Divine

My experiences with Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj and
Sadguru Sant Ashwindada on the Saurashtra and Chhapaiya Yatra

~ Dipen Rughani 
(Australia)
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I am delighted and thankful to share my reflec�ons on 

the recent Yatra (Interna�onal Youth Retreat), a spiritual 

adventure that has transformed the hearts of all who 

joined this sacred pilgrimage. We travelled the holy lands 

of Saurashtra, Ayodhya, Chhapaiya, and Delhi in the divine 

presence of Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj and 

Sadguru Sant Ashwindada, experiencing the spiritual 

vibra�ons that filled every temple, every chant, and every 

moment. The Yatra, �tled “Akshar Purusho�am Upasana - 

Master Key to Life Divine” was a divine mix of experiences, 

blending the core of our beloved Swaminarayan tradi�on 

with the cultural heritage of Bharat.

Yatra : A "Yatra" refers to a pilgrimage or spiritual 

journey, o�en undertaken with the inten�on of seeking 

divine blessings, spiritual growth, or a deeper connec�on 

with one's faith. Yatras can vary in scale and purpose, 

ranging from individual journeys to group pilgrimages. 

They are integral to many religious tradi�ons around the 

world and are seen as a means of self-discovery, reflec�on, 

and devo�on.

In the context of my experience, the Yatra to Saurashtra 

and Chhapaiya was not just a physical journey but a 

spiritual expedi�on involving par�cipants from different 

parts of the world. The collec�ve nature of this Yatra 

fostered a sense of community and shared spiritual 

purpose, making it a unique and enriching experience.

Akshar Purusho�am Upasana : "Akshar Purusho�am 

Upasana" is  a spir itual  prac�ce rooted in the 

Swaminarayan tradi�on. Swaminarayan is a sect within 

Hinduism, and Akshar Purusho�am Upasana is centred 

around devo�on to the divine, emphasising the worship of 

God in the form of Akshar and Purusho�am.

● Akshar: In this context, Akshar represents the eternal 

divine abode and is considered the spiritual guide or 

guru.

● Purusho�am: This term refers to the supreme divine 

being or God.

● Upasana: Upasana is the prac�ce of worship or 

devo�on.

The combina�on of these elements suggests a path of 

devo�on and medita�on aimed at realising the divine 

within and establishing a connec�on with the ul�mate 

reality. Akshar Purusho�am Upasana o�en involves 

scriptural study, prayer, and moral living under the 

guidance of a spiritual mentor.

The connec�on among more than 200 plus devotees 

from all corners of the globe truly embodied the essence of 

Samp Suhradbhav and Ekta – the values of peace and unity 

that Bhagwan Swaminarayan not only preached but lived. 

We weren't just fellow travellers; we formed a sacred 

family bound by our shared love for Guruhari Sant 

Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj.

Every chat, every smile, and every prayer turned into a 

celebra�on of our unity, transcending the physical and 

touching the very core of our souls. In the sacred precincts 

of Swaminarayan Mandirs, the air resonated with the 

universal language of love as we sang praises for 

Swaminarayan Bhagwan and his revered Gurus.

Regardless of our origins, a profound sense of 

togetherness enveloped us during collec�ve chants. This 

unity extended beyond the Mandir boundaries, infusing 

our interac�ons, shared meals, and moments of reflec�on, 

a constant reminder that we are all integral parts of the 

divine love for Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj.

Sadguru Sant Ashwindada, a beacon of wisdom and 

guidance throughout the Yatra, played a pivotal role in 

shaping the spiritual contours of our journey. His presence, 

like a steady hand, guided us through the intricacies of 

devo�on, making every interac�on a lesson in spiritual 

wisdom.

Samp Suhradbhav can be translated as "equality of all 

hearts" or "harmony of minds." In the spiritual context, it 

emphasises the idea of trea�ng everyone with equanimity, 

recognising the divine presence in all beings. It encourages 

individuals to transcend social, cultural, and economic 

differences, fostering an atmosphere of unity and mutual 

respect. 

During our Yatra, the camaraderie among par�cipants, 

reflec�ng Samp Suhradbhav, created a sense of oneness 

and brotherhood/sisterhood regardless of individual 

backgrounds.

Ekta translates to "oneness" or "unity." It signifies the 

understanding that at a fundamental level, all souls are 

interconnected and share a common divine origin. The 

prac�ce of Ekta involves recognising this underlying unity 

and fostering a sense of interconnectedness with the divine 

and with fellow beings. 

During our Yatra, the spirit of Ekta contributed to the 

strong sense of community and shared purpose among 

the par�cipants, transcending geographical and cultural 

boundaries.

Samp Suhradbhav and Ekta align with the broader 

philosophy of Akshar Purusho�am Upasana, promo�ng 

the idea that true spirituality involves not only devo�on to 

the divine but also the recogni�on and respect for the 

divinity present in all.

The spiritual journey unfolded organically; each Mandir 

visited becoming a sacred portal into the rich heritage of 

the Swaminarayan tradi�on. Guruhari Sant Bhagwant 

Sahebji Maharaj's vision manifested not just in the 

physicality of the Yatra but in the profound spiritual 

experiences etched into our consciousness. His foresight in 

providing the youth in the West with a firsthand encounter 

with Bharat's spiritual tapestry delivered a journey that 

went beyond the superficial to the sublime.

As we delved into the roots of the Swaminarayan 

Sampradaya, the sacred spaces echoed with the dreams of 

Yogiji Maharaj, the �reless efforts of Pramukswami 

Maharaj, and the ongoing legacy steered by Mahant 

Swami Maharaj. The Mandirs held unprecedented historic 

Sabhas for the par�cipants of the Yatra (Anoopam Mission 

devotees), unveiling a history of devo�on, seva, and 

spiritual evolu�on. The Kothari's and Mahants, custodians 

of these sacred spaces, opened their hearts to express 

unprecedented love and respect for Guruhari Sant 

Bhagvant Sahebji Maharaj.

A visit to the Birthplace of Gurudev Yogiji Maharaj 

another profound moment of the Yatra was our pilgrimage 

to Dhari, the birthplace of Gurudev Yogiji Maharaj, the 

fourth spiritual successor of Lord Swaminarayan and the 

guru of Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj. Yogiji 

Maharaj was born as Jina Vasani in this small town in 

Gujarat, and he was a manifesta�on of Aksharbrahman, 

the ideal devotee of Bhagwan Swaminarayan. He was a 
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saint of joy, humility, and service, who inspired countless 

souls to join the Swaminarayan Sampradaya and spread 

the message of Akshar Purusho�am Upasana. He was the 

Guru of our beloved Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji 

Maharaj, which was a sign of his spiritual des�ny. By 

visi�ng Dhari, we were able to connect with the source of 

Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj's spiritual 

journey.

Chhapaiya was another moving moment of the Yatra, 

where we fol lowed the footsteps of  Bhagwan 

Swaminarayan, who was born as Ghanshyam Maharaj in 

this holy village. In the holy lands of Chhapaiya, the divine 

aura wrapped us as we retraced the steps of our spiritual 

leader, who performed many miracles and leelas in his 

childhood. It was not just a historical journey; it was a 

spiritual connec�on, linking us directly to the divine legacy 

of Bhagwan Swaminarayan, who revealed himself as the 

supreme God, Purusho�am, and established the Akshar 

Purusho�am Upasana, the path of worshipping him in the 

company of his ideal devotee, Akshar. As we engaged in 

Dhun/Chan�ng in Chhapaiya, the vibra�ons echoed 

through our beings, crea�ng a powerful atmosphere of 

devo�on and unity. It was a moment where �me seemed 

to pause, and our collec�ve prayers resonated for the 

welfare of humanity, echoing the very essence of Akshar 

Purusho�am Upasana, which is to serve Swaminarayan 

Bhagwan, Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj and 

his devotees with love and humility.

Our Yatra also embraced Ayodhya, the sacred city of 

Lord Ram, who is revered as the ideal king and the seventh 

avatar of Vishnu. We visited the Ram Mandir, which is 

under construc�on, the Pran Pra�stha ceremony took 

place on 22 January 2024, which was a historic moment for 

all Hindus. We also paid tribute to Hanuman Garhi Mandir, 

where we offered our respects to Hanuman, the faithful 

devotee of Lord Ram. Ayodhya is one of the seven holy 

ci�es of Hinduism, and the birthplace of Lord Ram, whose 

life and deeds are narrated in the epic Ramayana.

Apprecia�ng the Unsung Heroes: In a hear�elt Sabha 

on our final day of the Yatra, the unsung heroes behind the 

scenes, the organisers, transport coordinators, and the 

en�re commi�ee were lauded. Their me�culous planning 

and unwavering dedica�on showcased the power of Ekta 

and Samp Suhradbhav in ac�on. Their efforts allowed the 

Yatra to unfold seamlessly, a testament to the collec�ve 

spirit of service and devo�on.

A Legacy in Mo�on: Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji 

Maharaj's vision manifested in every sacred moment of 

the Yatra. His foresight in bringing the youth closer to 

Bharat's spiritual roots became a reality. The Yatra wasn't 

just a physical journey; it was a profound acknowledgment 

of the spiritual leadership that has shaped the 

Swaminarayan tradi�on.

Con�nua�on of a Spiritual Journey, Beyond Borders 

and Time: As we disperse, the impact of the Yatra lingers - a 

con�nuum of spiritual evolu�on. The collec�ve chan�ng, 

the footsteps retraced in sacred lands, and the spiritual 

insights gained are not mere memories but founda�onal 

elements shaping our ongoing spiritual journey. The 

Master Key to Life Divine, the Akshar Purusho�am Upasna, 

remains not just a prac�ce but a guiding philosophy, 

unlocking new realms of understanding in our perpetual 

journey towards divinity.

In the tapestry of our spiritual evolu�on, the Yatra 

stands as a vibrant thread, woven with the collec�ve 

energy of Samp Suradbhav and Ekta, the �meless wisdom 

of Akshar Purusho�am Upasna, and the guiding light of 

Guruhari Sant Bhagvant Sahebji Maharaj. May these 

reflec�ons resonate in every devotee's heart, inspiring a 

deeper connec�on with the divine and a renewed 

commitment to the path of Akshar Purusho�am Upasna.

I am immensely grateful to Guruhari Sant Bhagwant 

Sahebji Maharaj for giving us this rare opportunity to join 

the Yatra, which was a life-changing experience for all of 

us. I pray that we may always remain faithful to the Akshar 

Purusho�am Upasana and serve Bhagwan Swaminarayan, 

Guruhari Sant Bhagwant Sahebji Maharaj and his devotees 

with love and humility. 

Jai Shree Swaminarayan! G

 * - *   *  



 You may not realize it now. But when you return

home a�er this �rth yatra [pilgrimage], each of you will 

no�ce subtle ways you've been transformed from who you 

were before." I listened to a speaker at the sacred site of 

Chhapaiya, Lord Swaminarayan's birthplace, while seated 

in a mandir hall that somehow managed to exude both 

coziness and grandeur. I eagerly jo�ed down the speaker's 

wise words, wai�ng for my transforma�on to unfold.

Days a�er the retreat, I felt a surge of anger rise in the 

pit of my stomach as a loved one spoke unnecessarily 

harshly to me. “How rude of them!” my mind immediately 

scolded. Seconds later, another smaller, wiser, more 

refreshing voice in my mind gently whispered, “Remember 

'nirdosh buddhi'? God inspired them to say that.” The 

anger melted away as quickly as it had come, and a river of 

peace flowed through me instead. Instead of adding fuel to 

the fire by snapping back, I was able to calmly walk away. 

This lesson of 'nirdosh buddhi' is one of many that Sant 

Bhagwant Sahebji ins�lled in us youth during the 2023-

2024 Interna�onal Youth Retreat. While si�ng in a divine 

sabha in Chhapaiya during the retreat, senior devotees 

explained: Nirdosh = faultless. Nirdosh buddhi is the 

commitment to seeing each ac�on of another individual as 

flawless. Why? Because it is God who inspired them, it is 

He who acts and speaks through them. The individual 

remains flawless and innocent.

This principle allows us to maintain inner peace amid 

conflict. However, it’s important to note that in situa�ons 

of abuse or domes�c violence, nirdosh buddhi does not 

mean accep�ng what’s happening. In these situa�ons, 

which are never okay, one is encouraged to take ac�on or 

report, if desired, to promote safety. Nirdosh buddhi is a 

tool that can be used for healing, not a mandate to stay 

silent.

Back in the Chhapaiya sabha, the words spilled out onto 

my notebook as I absorbed them like a sponge. As the low 

hum of the mandir bells rang in the distance, a devotee 

explained a foolproof tool she used to return to nirdosh 

buddhi: 'Mari marji vina re koi thi taranu nav todaay.' 

[Without God's wish, not even a leaf can move.] Later, 

Sadguru Sant Pujya Manojdasji shared in Vadtal that the 

following bhajan line keeps nirdosh buddhi constantly on 

his mind: 'Sahu na jo prerak chhe, Shriji niyantrak, toh 

kathputali na aa khel chhe' [Everything is inspired by & 

directed by God; we are all just puppets abiding by His 

script].

In many ways, Sahebji sprinkled the wisdom of nirdosh 

buddhi throughout this trip. In Sahebji's own handwri�ng, 

pens were distributed to each retreat par�cipant on the 

first day with this wri�en: 'Nirdosh buddhi kareli seva e 

sarvopari seva' [Nirdosh buddhi is the supreme seva]. 

During our closing sabha in Delhi, nirdosh buddhi s�ll held 

its place as a topic. In a conference hall in Delhi, Sahebji 

shared that if someone tells us we look good, we can say, 

“God made me this way.” And if someone says we look 

ridiculous, we can also say, “God made me this way.” When 

we prac�ce the oh-so-challenging quali�es of accep�ng 

God as the all-doer and keeping nirdosh buddhi, such 

statements no longer affect our peace.

Our senior youth leaders during the retreat were such 

divine souls that not only did they absorb these words, but 

they also put them into prac�ce and taught us to seek the 

good - and the God - in one another. Long bus rides were 

filled with us taking turns to choose a person and share their 

posi�ve quali�es, leading to tears, laughter, and overflowing 

hearts. Interstate plane rides consisted of us trading our 

journals with one another, as we filled the back pages of 

each other's books with handwri�en upli�ing notes. Upon 

returning home, I could at any �me reread these posi�ve 

notes to be reminded of Sahebji's �meless legacy: a 

genera�on of youth who seek the beauty in one another.

And upon returning home, I started to no�ce the gentle 

voice that whispered, "It's okay, God is ac�ng through 

them." 

The ensuing peace. 

And alas, the beginning of a transforma�on.  G

- *   *   * 

Nirdosh Buddhi : Lessons from the International Youth Retreat
Saurashtra Yatra : Sarangpur, Gadhada, Rajkot, Gondal, Faneni, Junagadh, Manavadar, Loj, Somnath, Dhari, Vadtal

Uttar Pradesh Yatra : Ayodhya, Chhapaiya, Delhi. ~ Saheli Sheth 
(Peoria, USA)
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Sadguru Sant Param Pujya Shan�dada ni 

Pratham Varshik Punya Tithi na Pay Laagan 

Sathe Bhavbharya Jai Shri Swaminarayan. 

Wrote a le�er to P. Shan�dada on this day.  

Felt like sharing it with you.

Dear Dada,

From being a friend, to parent, grandparent, guru 
and a guna�t satpurush within whom Maharaj and 
Swami resides forever. You showed your true 
swaroop. 

Today is your 1 year Punya�thi. It was one of the 
hardest day of my life when I found out that you le� 
your physical body and went to Akshardham. 

A transi�on from ques�oning, why you le� to an 
understanding that you eternally resides within. 

I don't have words to describe my emo�ons. Thank 
you for everything…! Prayers that I con�nue to do 
everything in my power to make you happy and that I 
can carry on your work. 

Jay Shri Swaminarayan. G

Rytham Vi�hlani (Canada)

Sadguru Sant Param Pujya Shantidada !
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